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Stedmans Medical Dictionary For The Health Professions Nursing

Featuring over 54,000 entries, this thoroughly updated Sixth Edition contains the medical terminology used in over 30 of today's fastest growing health profession areas–plus comprehensive inclusion of entries suited for the nursing field. The book includes 1,000 enriched color images and detailed images by Anatomical Chart Company in a glossy insert, 68 appendices, and cut thumb tabs for quick A-to-Z reference. More than 46 leading consultants from health professions and nursing contributed to the enhancements of this edition. A bound-in bonus CD-ROM includes the features of the print edition in fully searchable format, over 48,000 audio pronunciations, approximately 50 anatomical animations, “plus” Stedman's Plus Medical/Pharmaceutical Spellchecker.

CD-ROM includes all of the features of the print edition plus audio pronunciations for over 48,000 entries to help you master any term. This PDA-based version of Stedman's Concise Medical Dictionary provides quick access to succinct definitions for over 48,000 medical terms, drug names, eponyms, procedures, and protocols—all at the touch of a stylus. The intuitive, easy-to-navigate user interface makes finding medical terms and definitions on-the-fly faster and easier. Users can search by headwords, browse an index, view the definition of any entry with one tap, and hyperlink to related entries. Content includes British alternative spellings, specific terminology for healthcare specialties, and prefixes, suffixes, and combining forms that help users understand how meanings are derived. Platform: Palm OS, Windows CE, and Pocket PC handheld devices Memory Requirements: Palm OS, 7.8 MB; Windows CE/Pocket PC, 13 MB

This dictionary contains definitions for over 2100 terms relevant to the dental professions. The book includes over 400 illustrations - most in full colour - and a full-colour oral disease insert. New for your PDA or smartphone! Whether you're a student or a practicing healthcare professional, when you need information, you need it fast. Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing, Sixth Edition MOBILE gives you quick access to thousands of medical terms, eponyms, procedures, and protocols—all at the touch of your fingertip or stylus! Please note the following information before purchasing... You'll find: 54,000 entries, all reviewed and updated for currency and accuracy, with the addition of over 3,000 new entries Specific terminology for over 30 healthcare specialties, plus more comprehensive inclusion of entries suited to the nursing field More than 46 leading consultants from the fastest growing nursing and health professions contributed to the enhancements of this latest edition Clearly written definitions Common prefixes, suffixes, and combining forms—that help you understand how meanings are derived Powered by Skyscape, Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing, Sixth Edition MOBILE makes finding medical terms and definitions on-the-fly faster and easier. Includes: Intuitive, easy-to-navigate user interface Multiple search methods including Browse Index and Search Content by Headwords One-tap to view definition of any entry Cross-reference hyperlinks SmARTlink™ technology—cross-link with other Skyscape medical MOBILE references SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Macintosh OS 7 or greater PC compatible running Windows 95/98/NT/ME/2000/XP/Vista MEMORY REQUIREMENTS: Blackberry®: 20.4 MB Palm OS 3.5 or higher: 14.1 MB Symbian OS, Third Edition (Nokia): 20.4 MB Windows Mobile Pocket PC/Smartphone: 25.1 MB Also Available for iPhone/iPod touch

New for your PDA! Whether you're a student or a practicing healthcare professional, when you need information, you need it fast. Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing, Fifth Edition for PDA gives you quick access to thousands of medical terms, eponyms, procedures, and protocols—all at the touch of your stylus! Please note the following information before purchasing... You'll find: More than 4,000 new terms totaling 51,000 terms / More British alternative spellings / More than 40 leading consultants from the fastest growing nursing and health professions contributed to the enhancements of this latest edition / Clearly written definitions / Common prefixes, suffixes, and combining forms—that help you understand how meanings are derived / Specific terminology for healthcare specialties Powered by Skyscape, Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing, Fifth Edition for PDA makes finding medical terms and definitions on-the-fly faster and easier. Includes: / Intuitive, easy-to-navigate user interface / Search content by headwords / Browse index / One-tap to view definition of any entry / Cross-reference hyperlinks / SmARTlink technology—cross-link with other Skyscape medical PDA references / Ability to bookmark entries for Palm / Ability to add new entries for Windows CE Platform: Palm OS, Windows CE, and Pocket PC handheld devices Memory Requirements: 8 MB for Palm OS; 13 MB for Windows CE/Pocket PC

Expressly developed for students and professionals in the medical and allied health professions, this edition has over 40,000 terms and numerous appendices full of quick references. The CD-ROM contains a search engine for both Windows and Mac

This package contains the following products: 9780781745109 Willis: Medical Terminology- The Language of Healthcare 9781608316922 Stedmans: Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing, Illustrated Featuring about 48,000 entries and 400 illustrations, most in full color, Stedman's Concise Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions, Illustrated, Fourth Edition with CD-ROM gives access to the core language of medicine and allied health, including terminology, definitions, useful images, tabular material, and valuable appendix sections. This new edition includes select nursing terminology, alternative British spellings, and Canadian content. This new edition of Stedman's Concise Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions is the ultimate quick-reference, core vocabulary resource for students, educators, and practitioners in the health professions. For super-quick reference, Concise on CD comes with every copy.

Now thoroughly reviewed and updated to make it the most reliable dictionary available for healthcare professionals, this edition features more than 107,000 terms and definitions along with approximately 1,500 enhanced images and illustrations. Defining more than 56,000 terms, "Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions & Nursing" gives clear definitions in nursing and more than 30 of today's fastest growing health professions. More than 70 leading consultants from medicine, health professions and nursing worked with us to help make Stedman's your one source for the Best Words in Medicine. With Stedman's Online, you can search for a definition, hear it pronounced, see it illustrated, and watch it in motion. This product is a 1-year online subscription with an access code included in a package that will be shipped to you! Definitions, Spelling, Pronunciation, Enhanced Multimedia, and Much More—More than 56,000 terms defined by the most trusted name in medical reference Approximately 42,000 audio pronunciations let you hear the correct pronunciations of terms Nearly 65 valuable appendices covering such critical areas as dangerous abbreviations, units of measure, NANDA, and more! More than 5,600 images illustrate key medical terms and concepts Nearly 50 videos from "Acland's Video Atlas of Human Anatomy" present anatomy in motion Everything You Need, Accessible in an Instant: Find terms using superior search functionality Browse the A-to-Z Index Customize the medical dictionary with "My Stedman's" Add terms, Add notes to terms, Save searches and illustrations - providing a personal experience that meets your needs.
navigate user interface / Search content by headwords / Browse index / One-tap to view definition of any entry / Cross-reference hyperlinks / Ability to bookmark entries for Palm / Ability to add new entries for Windows CE Platform: Palm OS, Windows CE, and Pocket PC handheld devices
This package contains the following products: 9781605476049 COHEN: MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY: AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE 9781608316922 Stedmans: STEDMAN'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY FOR THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND NURSING, ILLUSTRATED
This package contains the following products: 9781608316922 Stedman's Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing, 7e 9781451187564 Cohen Medical Terminology, 7e
This package contains:
Contains over 100,000 entries with line drawings and photographs to define the medical terminology of doctors, nurses, and other health care professionals.
Now in its Twenty-Seventh Edition, this dictionary is the successor to the first American medical dictionary. This latest Deluxe Edition contains over 102,000 terms including 12,000 new terms, and is written and reviewed by a group of internationally renowned physicians, researchers, and academicians that cover 52 medical and health science specialties. Added features to the content of this edition include: Genus Finder, High Profile terms, Word Finder, Terminologia Anatomica, the Art Program, cross references in blue, Building Blocks and more. Beautifully bound in leather with exquisite custom design marbled end papers, satin ribbon bookmark, and gold-trimmed pages.
This pocket edition features more than 38,000 terms drawn from Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing, Sixth Edition and Stedman's Medical Dictionary, Twenty-Eighth Edition, providing readers with a complete and comprehensive reference in a portable size. Features— A-to-Z organization quickly leads you to a definition. Written pronunciations assist you in spoken communications. Special icons identify terms that are combining forms. British alternative spellings are included. A free download provides users a fully searchable electronic version of the complete dictionary, as well as nine appendices, over 650 images, audio pronunciations for more than 34,000 terms, and 42 anatomical videos. With Stedman's Pocket Medical Dictionary, you not only read a definition, you can hear it, see it, and watch it in motion. Everything you need to understand and use medical terms correctly in all your communications is here, from the most trusted name in medical words.
Contains over 45,000 entries with line drawings and charts and tables to define the medical terminology of doctors, nurses, and other health care professionals.
This package contains the following products: 9781605475349 Falen: Learning to Code with ICD-9 9781608316922 Stedmans: Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions & Nursing, Illustrated
Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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